EXTERIOR FEATURES AND BENEFIT - Mirada Select

Noble Select

Protected by a three-year warranty, these sidewalls have a high-gloss
gelcoat finish to prevent fading. They are also 20% lighter than wood
substrate sidewalls, provide more occupant cargo carrying capacity,
and offer three times the insulation against extreme climates.

Azdel Composite

Most manufacturers use wood sidewalls that can expand, swell, and
eventually mold. We use Azdel. It’s impervious to water, won’t rot or
mold, and, with less than a 1% chance of delaminating, it ensures the
long-term integrity of the sidewalls.

Reinforced Lamination

We vacuum bond and pinch roll every sidewall, roof and floor, then
perform a pull adhesion test. Most manufacturers just do one process
or the other, but by doing both we improve the strength and longevity
of the sidewalls

Tread Lite Power Step

The double TREAD LITE power step has lightweight aluminum step treads,
automatically extends and retracts quickly and features obstruction-sensing
technology that stops deployment if any obstructions are encountered.

Exterior Entertainment System

Every Mirada Select comes standard with a 32” Samsung Exterior TV and
Samsung DVD Blu-Ray player for tailgating and nighttime family movie time!

Elongated Wheelbase

We offer longer wheelbases than other motorhome manufacturers
because that means superior weight distribution. The result? Better
handling and a smoother ride that results in less driver fatigue.

Sight Rite Dash

Our dashes are angled 20 degrees forward. This increases the line of
sight for the driver, and offers the best road visibility on the market

One-Piece Fiberglass Roof

Sikkens Paint

The Mirada Select is equipped with a ONE PIECE pebble-grain fiberglass
laminated roof, which allows better traction while maintaining the coach.

Six Coats of paint are applied to every Mirada Select. The Sikkens paint is a
high end automative paint that never fully dries which eliminates the
possibility of cracking. Clear Coat is added to protect the paint from UV rays
and other factors. Diamond Shield is applied to the front of the coach to
protect from rock chips and other damage.
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Alterna Tile Flooring

Alterna Tile Flooring runs throughout the coach. This flooring has the
appearance of tile but is flexible and will not expand or contrast which
prevents fading or gappage. The flooring is slip, stain and cold crack
resistance.

Samsung Televisions

SAMSUNG televisions are standard in the Living Room, Bedroom and
Optional in the Front overhead. While most manufacturers use off-brand, we
go a step farther and match each TV with a SAMSUNG DVD player

Salon Bunk Option

The VERY popular SALON BUNK is optional on every Mirada Select floor plan.
Easily drops down into a bunk with a 600 lb. rating or can be used as extra
storage like a dropdown pantry! Great place to store valuables and can be
locked for security

Solar Privacy Shades

The front windshield has a POWERED Solar and Privacy screen and manual
ones are installed throughout the entire coach. The night shades block out all
sunlight and both shades reflect UV rays keeping the Mirada Select cooler in
the summers

Williamsburg Furniture

Upgraded and very fashionable furniture packages are standard in every
Mirada Select. The designer Nail Heads on the sofa are also complemented /
incorporated into the bedroom headboards

Solid Surface Counter Tops

LG HI-MACS counters are placed in the galley and dining table. These
counters are resistant to mold and bacteria growth. They are also easier to
clean and more resistant to heat sensitivity than laminate counter tops.

Chef's Choice Galley

The Galley has a flush sink and stove with solid surface covers allowing for
more counter space. The pop-up recept provides more electrical outlets for
kitchen appliances and other electronics

Soft Touch Vinyl Ceiling

The vinyl padded ceiling is great for aesthetics and sound “insulation”. LED
lights throughout are much more efficient and cool to the touch. Over the
driver seat is where you’ll find the King Jack Television antenna as well,
which will pull in many digital channels

